We developed a system to collect your pumps operating data, to give you the opportunity to avoid unplanned downtime. We want a predictable maintenance for you.

What is new?

Our system is a combination of temperature sensors, vibration sensors and an automatic grease pump. All this components are connected to a preconfigured cabinet with several hardware components placed on the reactor main platform.

The system will collect the operation data of your salt pumps and will take care for relubricating. If any value runs out of the normal range, the system will track this and send them to the PrimeServ Assist module.

All data are uploaded to the MAN CEON Platform, where you can watch your system condition from all over the world.

- Ad-hoc safety and availability notifications
- Pro-active maintenance advice
- Pro-active performance optimization advice
- Instant technical support
PrimeServ Assist

Let’s look into your future

It all starts with a tiny anomaly. Something is off by just a little bit in a machine – not noticeable, even to an experienced operator. But it is not going to go away on its own. Sooner or later, it will have consequences: performance degradation, safety hazards.

The digital infrastructure

The MAN CEON cloud is a central element of PrimeServ Assist – your equipment is connected to it using fully secured, end-to-end encrypted SSL connections.

- Data collection – data from machinery is collected locally at your ship or plant
- Data transmission – data is transferred via satellite link or landline from the ship/plant to the MAN CEON cloud, where it is analyzed and stored – accessible to you and our Remote Operations Centers
- Data monitoring and evaluation
  Our experts in the Remote Operation Centers monitor and evaluate data
- Status and advise for customer
  Our experts provide notifications, advice and status information to you.

More information

Would you like to know more about the products? Then do not hesitate to contact us to receive more information about the upgrade!
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